Full Stack Developer
Gaargle Solutions - Montreal, QC

Location:
Jean-Talon street, Montreal, QC
* you must be a Quebec resident to apply
About us:
Gaargle Health Solutions is a fast-growing B2B SaaS start-up offering technology
solutions to health professionals. Our team is currently looking for a Back End
Developer to work on the development of Dovetail, a practice management solution that
was designed specifically by dentists for dentists. Learn more about us at
http://dovetail.co
The Gaargle environment is one where communication and the fostering of ideas if held
in high esteem. We not only want to make our customers happy, but want to make our
employees happy. At Gaargle you will not only be appreciated for the code you produce,
but the attitude and ideas you bring to the table. We care about the bottom line, but the
bottom line gets achieved when teamwork and communication is pushed at every level.
At Gaargle we aren’t just employees, we’re a family.
Technologies we use:
Python 2 and 3, PHP, Flash/Bottle, Redis, MySQL (MariaDB), RethinkDB, Amazon S3 and
SQS, Ubuntu, Supervisor, Twilio, Docker, Git
About you:
You are a Back-end Developer with demonstrated experience in developing scalable web
applications using best practices and methodologies. You are a passionate team player and a
creative thinker who is able to see the big picture of how our software impacts the client experience.

You manage your own time effectively, communicate proficiently and aren't afraid to take on new
tasks that go beyond development. The SaaS environment moves fast and we need someone who
can pick up new technologies and languages quickly and help flesh out all aspects of the software.
You are someone who:
●

Works and thrives in a fast-paced, agile, cross-functional organization.

●

Has a passion for discovering new technologies, research new frameworks, techniques,
and tools.

●

Has strong competencies with OOP combined with experience working with, or a strong
willingness to work in, Python and PHP.

●

Has strong understanding of relational DBs (SQL)

●

Has Strong understanding of GNU/Linux, Bash and Git.

●

Can problem solve under pressure.

●

Communicates effectively with the other devs and support staff.

●

Has the desire to be driven and organized so that work is produced and delivered as
promised.

●

Cares about user experience and wants to build consumer-focused products.

●

Can build and maintain test suites for QA of Dovetail's web applications and tools.

●

Can author technical documents, including design documentation, client-facing user
documentation, and release notes.

Ideally, you also have experience with:
●

React or an other modern frontend framework

●

node.js

●

AWS

●

SOAP/XML

●

REST

●

Basic understanding of GNU/Linux, SSH, and Git.

●

Caching of objects (Redis, Memcached, or other)

●

Automated testing and continuous deployment

●

Data streaming

●

PCI / HIPAA

●

SaaS

●

Microservices architecture

●

Simple image manipulation

●

Payment processing

●

Bons - Experience with NoSQL databases such as RethinkDB, MongoDB, Couchbase or
Elasticsearch

●

Bonus - Server management experience using cloud computing, primarily Amazon AWS

●

Bonus - Mobile application development experience

●

Bonus - Experience in database migration

Your Education:
BS or DEC in Computer Science, Software Engineering, or equivalent

